
$5 trillion
will be lost to hacking and 
data breaches by 20241

90%
of data breaches are the result of 
stolen passwords and human error1

45
minutes could be saved every shift 
with credential-based identity and 
access management for healthcare2

Tap Into  
the Value of  
Passwordless  
Single Sign-On (SSO)

Users hate passwords. They’re a productivity killer. 
And passwords are the weak link in the security of 
your single sign-on system. So don't type. Just tap.
While it may be tempting to continue using passwords to minimize capital costs, IT 
professionals understand that what truly matters is enduring value. Consider the value of 
tap-and-go authentication using WAVE ID® technology from rf IDEAS versus password- 
or PIN-based SSO.

1. Identity Management Institute ,“Identity and access management market analysis.”
2. Imprivata customer success story: Mahaska Health Partnership, "Save care providers 45 minutes per day."



Get the greatest value for usability, manageability, cost-efficiency and the long-term 
security of your organization. Go passwordless with WAVE ID readers from rf IDEAS.

PASSWORDS/PINS WAVE ID® CREDENTIAL READERS

Initial Cost
The cost to assign a password is nominal. The true costs  
come later.

WAVE ID readers can be added to your existing SSO 
environment, and they work with the ID badges you’re 
probably already using for building access.

Ongoing  
IT Costs

Every password reset costs an average of $8 in IT time and 
$10 in lost employee productivity. These costs mount quickly 
across a large organization.3

Password resets are a thing of the past. A simple, one-time 
setup pays off through years of trouble-free service. 

Security
More than 2 billion passwords were breached in 2021 alone. 
Each record breached costs healthcare organizations an 
average of $614.4

Passwordless or mobile credential are virtually impossible to 
hack, and a lost or stolen ID card or mobile credential can be 
immediately deactivated.

Compliance
Executive order 14028, GDPR, HIPAA, EPCS, CJIS, CCPA and 
many other regulatory mandates require a level of security 
that passwords alone simply can’t provide.

WAVE ID readers meet FIDO passwordless standards and 
support the most stringent mandates.  
WAVE ID® Bio combines a fingerprint, card and mobile credential 
reader to enable multi-factor authentication in a single device. 

Ease of Use
Users hate resetting, memorizing and repeatedly entering 
passwords. Healthcare workers, for example, have to log in an 
average of 70 times each day.5

Users simply tap their ID badge and get straight to work. In 
healthcare, that’s a savings of 45 minutes per shift,6 with no 
memorization, mistyping or resets. That's time that can be 
given back to focus on patient care.

Manageability
Assigning and resetting passwords, training employees and 
enforcing password policies take up far too much IT time.

Once configured, WAVE ID readers require virtually no further 
management. They are intuitive to use and exceptionally 
reliable.

Versatility
Passwords are an antiquated, inflexible authentication 
technique that security-minded organizations are wisely 
abandoning.

With Mini, Nano, Bio, Mobile, Embedded and other options, 
there’s a WAVE ID reader suited to every device and usage 
model in your organization. 

IT  
Ecosystem

SSO providers are no longer offering innovative solutions 
based on passwords or PINs.

rf IDEAS maintains an extensive and growing partner network to 
ensure a perfect-fit solution for your industry and organization. 
Some of our SSO partners include:

Future-
readiness

Passwords are the past.

WAVE ID readers are designed to work with today’s and 
tomorrow’s devices, authentication software and  
credential technologies. Remote management tools enable 
organizations to remotely configure and update devices with 
the latest firmware.
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Don’t type. Just tap.

Schedule a Consultation Today
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